To assist users who may be new or just need a refresher on the Hyperion Planning Application, Michigan House Finance has created three short on-Demand training videos that provide tips and tricks on the basic functionality of the Hyperion Planning system. The videos provide instructions on how to navigate some of the supplemental materials on the Financial Systems website, as well as how to access the Hyperion Planning forms through both SmartView and Workspace.

Once you click on the links below, you need to put in a password to view the videos.

   The password is  training

Each video is approximately 3-4 minutes long and covers the following topics:

   Video 1 - Overview of Forecast section of Financial Systems website and documentation available
   •  https://vimeo.com/86037710

   Video 2 - Navigating to UMHS Forecast module using SmartView and overview of Forms
   •  https://vimeo.com/86049709

   Video 3 - Navigating to UMHS Forecast module using Workspace Planning
   •  https://vimeo.com/86049811